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BACKGROUND
When a lawyer needs a lawyer,
Dheeraj is the one to call. With
close to 10 years of core
litigation experience, Dheeraj’s
practice emphasizes on
commercial and corporate
litigation. In his years of
practice, not only has he
successfully represented clients
before the district courts in
Delhi (NCR) to remote corners
of Rajasthan & Haryana but also
before the High Court of Delhi,
Punjab & Haryana, Rajasthan,
Mumbai & Kolkata and the
Apex Court of the Country. He
has the experience of dealing
with private individuals as well
as multinational clients

His strong work ethics and result oriented approach set
him apart from his peers and colleagues. Dheeraj has
represented local businesses, multinational corporations,
creditors and lenders, developers and investors to whom
he is known as the Strategist, as his ability to strategize
litigation and securing reliefs in adversarial circumstances
unparalled.Having come together with like-minded
individuals, he is one of the founding partners of Pertita
Law Chambers. He, along with Sanam, heads the litigation
practice of the firm. He is experienced in the domain of
corporate laws, including corporate restructuring, M&A,
funds raising, corporate advisory and corporate
governance. His practice areas include advising on legal
and regulatory issues concerning foreign investments in
India, incorporation of legal entities, financial and technical
collaborations, negotiations on clients’ behalf, formulation
of strategy on legal/business issues, joint ventures and
other business transactions, corporate and securities law,
M&As, business agreements, due diligence and legal
opinions.

"THE STRATEGIST"

He undertook a comprehensive analysis of the provisions of the new Companies Act, 2013, including
representing various industries concerns and legal issues before the bodies including CII, FICCI etc.
Apart from core transactional involvement, he regularly assists and advises clients across sectors on
corporate and investment structuring, real-estate matters, company law, foreign exchange control
regulations, sector-specific policy and compliance, commercial Contracts and allied direct/indirect tax
exposure, among other issues.
His prominent ancillary work experience includes advisory, structuring and negotiation in relation to
alternative investment funds, co-insurance arrangements, rope-way projects, power projects, airport
concessionaire arrangements, tele-medicine projects, anti-trust/competition matters, IT/outsourcing
businesses, clinical trials, public charities, etc.
His legal abilities are strengthened by a problem-solving approach and working knowledge of multiple
industry sectors, which helps in delivery of inclusive solutions, and garner client satisfaction and
appreciation.
He is also our Labour Law expert for all aspects of employment, industrial relations, organising the
employment and social security status of international and management level employees and
international assignments, setting up employment structures and alternative cooperation
arrangements, negotiating and drafting of tailor made employment contracts, restrictive covenants,
work regulations, employee manuals, and negotiating termination settlements.
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